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INTRODUCTION 
 
Rawcliffe Meadows Nature Park, established in 1991, covers 25 acres of the Clifton 

floodplain on the northern outskirts of York. The park is owned by the Environment Agency 

and leased to Sustrans the cycle track operator. The site is managed by Friends of Rawcliffe 

Meadows, a voluntary group belonging to the York Natural Environment Trust.  

 

As well as providing access to open countryside for local people, Rawcliffe Meadows is 

managed as a traditional Ings flood meadow under the Countryside Stewardship scheme. This 

is the twentieth Annual Report of Friends of Rawcliffe Meadows, summarising our work 

during the year 2010.  

 

 
Website: http://www.communigate.co.uk/york/form/index.phtml 

 
BBC Blog: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/northyorkshire/content/articles/2006/03/29/rawcliffe_meadows_feature.

shtml 
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EVENTS 
 
January 2010 saw the volunteer tree wardens continuing to help us with the reservoir basin 

hedge, which Gary had reduced in height along with that in front of the scrub area. 

Unfortunately the snow and weather after that had us cancelling work parties until March 

when work on the Cornfield Buffer hedge next to the Country Park was continued, which the 

BTCV coppiced, and we interplanted with gorse and the previous year’s work was weeded. 

Later in March, we erected ten nest boxes in the copse which we had obtained from the BBC 

Breathing Places project. We also cleaned some of the existing ones, whilst removing the 

broken ones we could reach. The opportunity was also taken to clean and repair the ground 

birdfeeder hidden there. The Floodplain Meadows Partnership were also finally able to put the 

dipwells onto Clifton Ings that had been originally planned for December  2009. 

 

A couple of leaks occurred to Yorkshire Water’s underground sewage pipes, the first in April 

was tidily resolved, the next in July had them crashing through the boundary fence and 

leaving it in a mess! Not helpful when grazing was due to start! Gary made a temporary repair 

and we await a proper job from those responsible for the damage.  There was the usual work 

in clearing debris before the hay cut, but frequent camping, fires and parties on the site make 

the work increasingly difficult. 

 

June 10
th
 saw a public guided walk lead by the Flooplain Meadows Partnership updating on 

their continuing work which concluded by the Rawcliffe Meadows pond. The hay was cut at 

the end of June and despite Gary’s best attention, the local pyromaniacs still managed a 

couple of fires. The Friends raked off left over hay from the floodbanks and stashed amongst 

the trees, which was soon eaten up by the cattle as the fresher stuff was eaten up. Some hay 

was also spread on the New Meadow to help regenerate some overzealous management of the 

Giant Hogweed. 

 

The autumn had the BTCV and Friends clearing the pond area which is now a major home for 

Tansy and Tansy Leaf Beetle. The trees in the pond area were also coppiced to keep them in 

scale. 

 

Overall,  despite some weather issues that resulted in cancelled work parties, the dry late 

summer and early autumn supported another extended grazing period on the site, which 

should assist in wildflower generation in future years. The increasing vandalism, especially 

during grazing, the abuse of the cattle by humans and their dogs is a concern requiring an 

educational resource that the Friends cannot supply, and can only do their best to manage. 

 



ECOLOGICAL REPORT 
 

Wildlife Reports for 2010 (by Martin Hammond) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Birds 

 

In the early months, intermittent floods on the washland attracted small numbers of duck 

including up to 12 Teal during January, with two pairs of Gadwall and three Shoveler present 

on 1
st
 March (NS, CF). A roost of up to four Cormorants was observed on the Ouse in 

February and March, and the early months produced a few records of Little Grebe, Great 

Crested Grebe and Goosander on the river.  

Cap reports that at least 15 species of songbird were present regularly around Rawcliffe 

Meadows pond during the early months, including Reed Bunting and Tree Sparrow. 

During March resident breeding birds were much in evidence, with Cap observing territorial 

clashes between Great Spotted Woodpeckers both in the Copse and the Cricket Field hedge. 

Chiffchaffs arrived from the 26
th
 onwards (CF) but Willow Warblers were later than in recent 

years. Stock Doves re-used a traditional nesting site in a hollow tree on the Clifton Ings 

boundary whilst Tree Sparrows used several nest boxes in the Copse. 

Spring passage birds included a Yellow Wagtail on the Cricket Field on 12
th
 April, a 

Whinchat on Clifton Ings on 14
th
 May and a few reports of Lesser Whitethroat. Reed 

Warblers arrived back at the Country Park pond in early May but failed to breed this year, 

though there were birds singing along the river bank in June and July. Sedge Warblers raised 

two young at the Country Park pond, the first local breeding record for several years.  

A new heronry was established across the river at Acomb Ings with at least four nests (NS). 

Cap estimated that the Sand Martin colony on the Ouse held around a dozen occupied 

burrows. 

Autumn passage produced two records of Spotted Flycatcher and various warblers. 

In December, up to seven Cormorants were seen perching in trees along the Ouse, where a 

maximum of 11 Goosander were counted around the middle of the month (NS). A flock of 

40+ Waxwings alighted briefly on a hawthorn at the southern end of Rawcliffe Meadows on 

29
th
 November before moving on. Another bird on the move during the arctic weather was 

Woodcock, with three sightings during December, whilst two Curlews moved from Rawcliffe 

Ings to the Cornfield on Christmas Eve (NS). 

There were fewer records of birds of prey this year: three sightings of Common Buzzard were 

reported with two records of Hobby and one of Peregrine. A Tawny Owl with three well-

grown young was present near the allotments during late March (NS, CF) and there were 

single sightings of Little Owl and Barn Owl in December, both from Rawcliffe Ings.  

A Water Rail was in the flood basin on 2
nd

 March with single Jack Snipe there on 12
th
 

February and 5
th
 December. Occasional reports of Kingfishers, including one of a family 

group of three on the Ings Dyke on 4
th
 June, showed that some had survived the previous 

winter. 

 

Mammals 

 

I didn’t receive any significant reports of mammals  in 2010 but sightings and tracks 

suggested that Foxes were using the Cornfield throughout the year. 

 

I am most grateful to Cap Fowles (CF) and Nigel Stewart (NS) for providing their wildlife 

records, especially as most of my own vanished in a computer meltdown! Thanks also to Craig 

Sandham for the results of his amphibian survey. As usual, I have included noteworthy records 

from the wider Clifton Washland as well as Rawcliffe Meadows. Any interesting observations 

are always welcomed, by e-mail to: martinhammondecology@googlemail.com 

 

mailto:martinhammondecology@googlemail.com


Amphibians 

 

Craig Sandham carried out a torchlight survey of amphibian activity at the main pond as part 

of the National Amphian and Reptile Recording Scheme. On 4
th
 April he found ca. 20 clumps 

of frogspawn, 24 Common Toads and 16 Smooth Newts (with eggs also recorded). 

 

Insects 

 

Nigel noted a good show of Brimstone butterflies this year and made several sightings of 

Purple Hairstreaks from mid July into early August. Cap observed that one small patch of 

unmown grassland produced Small White, Orange Tip, Speckled Wood, Meadow Brown, 

Ringlet, Peacock, Comma and Small Tortoiseshell over the course of the spring and summer. 

Elsewhere he noted Wall and Small Copper. 

 

The new scrape in the flood basin produced dragonflies including Broad-bodied Chaser, Four-

spotted Chaser and Emperor (NS). 

 

The Cornfield Nature Reserve 

 

For the past nine years, the 4.5 hectare arable field immediately to the north of Rawcliffe 

Meadows has been managed under a Countryside Stewardship agreement held jointly by 

FoRM and City of York Council. As usual, 2010 was a year of continuing exasperation with 

the Council’s contractors. We start each year with a Management Plan setting out a timetable 

for the completion of essential tasks such as cultivating the field, sowing the various crops, 

cutting blocks of cereal down to stubble and so on. In recent years it has been increasingly 

difficult to get work done in vaguely the right season – let alone at the optimal time – and 

that’s if it gets done at all. 

Yet the Cornfield Nature Reserve is a wonderful resource for wildlife. Although the wild bird 

seed crops were very poorly established this year, two blocks of spring-sown triticale cereal 

were left to stand over winter along with a 0.5 hectare patch of oilseed rape whilst fallow 

areas provided a few acres of fat hen and other self-sown weeds.  

The value of this abundance and diversity of seed sources was evident during the bitterly cold, 

snowy weather at both the beginning and end of 2010. The Corn Bunting is one of Britain’s 

most seriously declining songbirds, and breeding populations dwindle each year. Our peak 

counts in 2010 were 90+ on 11
th
 January and 118 on 29

th
 November with 50+ birds present on 

several occasions during the winter months. 

Amongst other ‘Red List’ farmland birds, Reed Buntings continue to forage in the Cornfield 

throughout the year, with 50+ birds probably present more-or-less continuously during the 

winter months. Up to 100 were present in January 2010 and Nigel estimated that 120+ were 

present in December. The Cornfield is certainly important in sustaining a healthy resident 

breeding population in this section of the Ouse valley. Tree Sparrows also utilise the reserve 

in all seasons, though numbers in late 2010 were modest compared with 2009; Nigel 

estimated that 50+ birds were present in December. Linnet numbers were likewise relatively 

low but around 60 were present throughout the arctic weather at the end of the year.  The peak 

counts of Yellowhammer this year were 26 on 11
th
 January and around 30 in late November. 

There were no Skylarks in the Cornfield this spring, with just a single record of a singing bird 

in mid summer. It is likely that poor survival during the preceding winter had reduced local 

populations. 20 were observed in late November but there were few other sightings at the end 

of the year. 

Unexpectedly, two pairs of Lapwings attempted to breed in May. One pair gave up by mid 

June but the other had at least 4 chicks on 21
st
 June; birds were present into early August and 

it is possible that one or two chicks were fledged successfully. A post-breeding group of up to 

12 Lapwings was present during the second half of June into July. A large area of fallow was 

left uncultivated to avoid disturbing the nesting birds. 



The Cornfield is not a typical Lapwing breeding site, being relatively small and enclosed by 

hedgerows with lots of nearby trees (which Lapwings usually avoid). Whilst we could 

manage the Cornfield to encourage Lapwings, there is a danger that this would create what 

ecologists call a ‘sink habitat’. That is, Lapwings could be attracted to nest but the level of 

predation (mainly by Crows and Foxes) would inevitably result in low breeding productivity.  

Over the past ten years, the naturally-regenerating weed flora of the Cornfield has shifted 

from small annual plants associated with acidic, sandy soils to more ubiquitous species such 

as fat hen and pale persicaria along with invasive perennials like giant bent, creeping thistle 

and field horsetail. Nonetheless, corn mint remains locally abundant and a few corn marigolds 

were again present in 2010. Marsh woundwort has appeared as a new colonist around the 

western end of the field. This is typically a plant of river and ditch banks but it is a welcome 

invader of the Cornfield because it is an excellent late-summer source of nectar and pollen for 

insects. 

 

The Copse Meadow 

 

In summer 2008, a one hectare plot of weedy, species-poor pasture on Rawcliffe Ings was 

stripped of topsoil by the Environment Agency to provide material for repairing the nearby 

river bank. This plot has been referred to as the Copse Meadow since it lies between the 

northern boundary of Rawcliffe Meadows and the small copse to the north. 

The field was reseeded using hay bales from ancient flood meadow grassland on Clifton Ings 

plus some hand-sowing of locally-collected seed. The plot was cut three times in 2009 to 

‘mop up’ excess nutrients released by turning over the soil, and to control more weedy grasses 

like soft brome and rye grass. Over 1,000 wildflower plugs grown from locally collected seed 

were also planted. 

In 2010, good sward cover was established although compacted areas which had been tracked 

over repeatedly by vehicles were slower to develop vegetation. Invasive weeds were less of a 

problem than had been expected and repeated cutting (plus some grazing) seems to have 

suppressed colonies of ground elder at the field edges. 

In early summer 2010, the Copse Meadow was a splendid sight, covered by a carpet of 

flowering red clover. Many perennial wildflowers take three years or more between 

germination and flowering, so few slow-growing species were in evidence but there were 

plenty of characteristic hay meadow grasses as well as novelties such as the uncommon long-

stalked yellow sedge. Moreover, the new grassland has a short, open structure which suggests 

that relatively low nutrient levels have been achieved:  a pre-requisite for the future 

development of species-rich grassland. Hopefully, an increasing diversity of characteristic 

meadow plants will flower and flourish in the Copse Meadow from 2011 onwards.  

In 2010, the field was cropped for hay and subsequently grazed by cattle along with the rest of 

Rawcliffe Meadows.  

With hindsight, it might have been better to introduce a lesser number of pot-grown plants 

with well-developed roots rather than using plugs, because establishment seems to have been 

poor for some species. Pepper saxifrage plugs have been heavily grazed by snails and slugs, 

for example, whilst shallow-rooted ragged robin plugs suffered from cracking of the soil 

surface during the dry spring in 2010.  

It remains to be seen whether the soil structure in the Copse Meadow is favourable to key 

flood meadow herbs like great burnet and bistort. These deep-rooted, long-lived plants thrive 

in ancient floodplain meadows where layer upon layer of undisturbed alluvial silt creates a 

highly-structured, moisture-retentive matrix – a reminder that whilst re-creating wildlife-rich 

grassland is very important, it is no substitute for protecting what little remains of the ancient 

Ings. 
 



 
 

The Copse Meadow in May 2010 (Martin Hammond) 
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Open University Floodplain Meadows Partnership Monitoring at Clifton Ings and 

Rawcliffe Meadows 

 

Following a full plant community survey in 2009, in 2010, a team from the Floodplain 

Meadows Partnership set out 96 permanently located ‘quadrats’ (1 x 1 m square areas within 

which all the species of plants and their abundance are surveyed) on Clifton Ings and 

Rawcliffe Meadows. 

 

Experience from other flood plain meadows indicates that increasing the surface drainage can 

help to restore the rare floodplain plant communities. If, and when, money and permissions 

become available we hope to install a few experimental surface grips on the Ings. The aim of 

our surveying is to determine how increased drainage affects the different meadow 

communities. Our experience is that in areas that are currently dominated by sedges, 

improved drainage should increase the abundance of other more typical meadow species that 

cannot tolerate too much water. As well as quadrats being positioned in areas where surface 

grips may be installed, some are also in areas where no work is planned in order to act as a 

control. 

 

Quadrats are re-located by using highly sensitive GPS equipment, so there is no need to have 

physical markers in the field and we can return at any point and re-find the areas we wish to 

survey. In this way, we can accurately record any changes in plant species over a long time 

frame.  

 



Additionally, the team placed 9 dipwells across the site in order to see how much water is 

recorded in the soil and for how long. These are tubes sunk into the ground that record soil 

water and flood levels at all times. When this information is combined with the botanical 

survey results we can start to build a picture of what the water is doing in the soils and how 

the plants are responding to this. We can see how any management changes affect both the 

water and the plants together. 

 

 

Emma Rothero 

Floodplain Meadows Outreach Co-ordinator 

Floodplain Meadows Partnership 

The Open University 
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CONTACT 

 

For further information or to offer assistance, please contact: 

 

Judith Sutton on 01759 372318  

 

Please send any interesting wildlife records by e-mail to 

martinhammondecology@googlemail.com 
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